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Abstract
We investigate a cryptosystem through what we call non-invertible cryptography. As a result of a continuous refinement 
process, we present a new key exchange method to establish a secret key between two remote parties. Non-invertible 
KEP is supported by Euler’s theorem as RSA, it uses exponentiation to exchange a secret key as Diffie–Hellman, and it 
encrypts/decrypts through invertible multiplication as ElGamal. This method is public key; it allows secret key exchange 
and performs secret communication. Most remarkably, since it does not rely on computational problems as integer 
factorization or discrete logarithm whose difficulty is conjectured, non-invertible KEP becomes a promising candidate 
to protect communication in the quantum era. By contrast, the algorithm is supported on indistinguishability of public 
key and ciphertext so it achieves perfect secrecy. The protocol demonstrates minimum required time for encryption/
decryption processes when is compared with the main public key algorithms as Diffie–Hellman, ElGamal or RSA.

Keywords Non-invertible · Cryptography · Ring

1 Introduction

Since its origin at the end of the 1970s, public key cryptog-
raphy has become the main mechanism to support digital 
signatures and electronic internet services. By means of 
public/private keys, users and data can be authenticated 
during web transactions. In addition, users can verify the 
authenticity of web servers, and reciprocally, the service 
can approve or reject a transaction from an electronic pay-
ment card. A new software version can be verified before 
it is updated on a computer, mobile phone, or automobile 
system. Other capabilities include verification of electronic 
documents and issuance of digital receipts.

RSA and ECC are the most prominent algorithms used 
to implement electronic signature services. However, due 
to the advent of quantum computers, the security of such 
methods has been threatened by Shor’s algorithm that 
solves, at least in theory, the computational problems on 
which are based those algorithms: integer factorization 
and discrete logarithm, respectively. As fact, most of the 

public key cryptosystems used today will become obsolete 
in the foreseeable future because they would be broken 
by quantum computers [1].

In view of the above, the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) has initiated a process to evaluate 
cryptographic algorithms that could be used to achieve 
confidentiality and authentication services in the quantum 
era. Currently, the evaluation of candidate algorithms is 
in the second evaluation round. According to the crite-
ria defined by NIST, algorithms must be resistant against 
classical and quantum adversaries, and their security 
level must be comparable to the security of SHA-385 and 
AES256. The size of the keys must be acceptable, as well as 
the required computing resources. Other criteria include 
facility of implementation (in hardware and software), 
whether it is an enhanced algorithm or a new one. The 
flexibility of the algorithm will be evaluated because of 
its ability to encrypt messages, perform digital signatures 
and/or allow key exchange.
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Even so, it is possible to continue using the algorithms 
RSA, ECDSA and DH, since their properties has been stud-
ied over the past years. The downside to this approach 
is that it can lead to increase the size of the keys to an 
impractical level in the quantum era. However, although 
quantum principles have threatened the security of major 
cryptographic systems, they have raised a new technol-
ogy known as quantum key distribution (qkd) that allows 
remote secret key establishment [2, 3]. Post-quantum 
cryptosystems under evaluation for public-key quantum-
resistant [4] include cryptography based on lattices, multi-
variate-based, hash-based [5, 6] or code-based [7]. We will 
describe them in the next section, for now let us briefly 
summarize some of the main algebraic cryptosystems 
used today which are based on integer factoring and dis-
crete logarithm computational problems: 

1. The key exchange protocol introduced by Diffie and 
Hellman [8]. The asymmetric key encryption algorithm 
for public-key cryptography of Taher ElGamal [9]. Both 
of them are based on the Diffie–Hellman assumption.

2. Cryptosystems that rely on the difficulty of the integer 
factorization problem: the RSA method for obtaining 
digital signatures by Ronald L. Rivest, Adi Shamir, and 
Leonard M. Adleman [10]. Also, it can be cited the digi-
talized signatures by Rabin, Michael O Rabin [11].

3. Schemes based on the discrete logarithm with elliptic 
curve groups known as ECC developed by Miller and 
Koblitz [12, 13].

Just to make a simple comparison about their perfor-
mance, Diffie–Hellman and El Gamal algorithms have simi-
lar temporal complexity. According to [14], RSA algorithm 
is the slowest one. In all cases, the computational speed is 
around 106–108 ms 1.

In this work, we will introduce a new key exchange 
method based in non-invertible cryptography that can 
be useful for secret communication in the quantum era. 
In Appendix, we include some definitions about modu-
lar arithmetic that we used to design the non-invertible 
key exchange protocol (KEP). We used a refinement 
design methodology so that at each stage we evaluated 
the security of the method against integer factorization. 
We describe KEP at three stages: multiplication-based, 
exponent-based and non-invertible KEP. In the first and 
second stages, the protocol is intended to pass secretly 
an integer number from Alice to Bob. However, we should 
note that they fail when trying to transmit securely an 
integer number from Alice to Bob. At the final stage, the 

non-invertible KEP behaves as a secret key exchange algo-
rithm and it achieves the security goal. Before we develop 
our protocols, let us briefly mention the current crypto-
systems intended to allow secret key establishment. Also, 
in the next section we will describe some closely related 
protocols.

1.1  Quantum cryptography

A new approach has emerged for the quantum era which 
is based in quantum physics principles; it is called quan-
tum key distribution and is useful for secret key establish-
ment [2]. Quantum key distribution exploits the principle 
that an eavesdropper cannot alter quantum communica-
tion without producing a detectable noise. The technique 
has been enhanced to resist quantum attacks [15, 16].

1.2  Post‑quantum cryptography

Some cryptographic protocols and key exchange methods 
have been conceived in the field of post-quantum cryp-
tography for the quantum era. Let us introduce briefly 
some of the main cryptosystems [17, 18].

1.2.1  Code‑based cryptography

Code-based cryptography was originally proposed by 
McEliece [19] in 1978, who described an asymmetric key 
cryptographic system based on the difficulty of decoding 
a generic linear code, which is an NP-difficult problem. A 
linear code is essentially a form of error correction code. 
The private key is a code C, which has the ability to correct 
t errors. When sending a message, the sender will encode 
the message with the public key and include t errors within 
the encoding; then, the ciphertext is obtained by adding 
an error vector to each codeword. The receiver with code 
C will be able to decode the message while accurately cor-
recting the errors. Some properties of this system are high 
confidence, fast encryption but larger public keys. Some 
key exchange algorithms are BIKE, Classic McEliece, HQC, 
NTS-KEM, RQC [20].

1.2.2  Lattice‑based key exchange

Wang et al. [21] proposed in 2014 a key exchange pro-
tocol which has no longer dependent on conventional 
computational problems. The key exchange protocol is 
based in what is named lattice-based cryptography [22]. 
The techniques are generally used in modern cryptogra-
phy as a complex security in comparison with the con-
ventional cryptographic techniques. Some of the nota-
ble attributes of lattice KEM algorithms generate short 
ciphertext and keys, short signatures, good performance, 

1 Computations in [14] were performed in a Pentium 133 MHz with 
16 MB RAM.
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but sometimes complex. Examples of KEM systems are Fro-
doKEM, NewHope, NTRU, FALCON and qTESLA.

1.2.3  Supersingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography

Jao and De Feo [23] introduced an elliptic curve-based 
alternative to elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) 
which is not vulnerable to Shor’s quantum attack [24] 
called supersingular isogeny Diffie–Hellman (SIDH) key 
exchange protocol which is based in the difficulty of find-
ing isogenies between supersingular elliptic curves. Isog-
eny computations constitute an algebraic map between 
elliptic curves, which appear to be resistant to quantum 
attacks. SIDH produces very small key sizes, but it shows 
slower performance. The representative algorithm is the 
Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation (SIKE).

1.2.4  Hash‑based cryptography

Cryptographic services have been conceived over the 
basis of hash functions. Lamport first introduced hash-
based digital signature (OTS) in 1979 [25]. The signature is 
based on the difficulty of inverting a hash function. Unfor-
tunately, signatures are ephemeral and a new public key 
must be computed for each signature. There have been 
some improvements to Lamport’s signature through vari-
ations in the use of Merkle trees [26] and Lizama’s hash-
based methods [5, 6].

1.2.5  Zero knowledge

Zero knowledge proofs have their origin in a method by 
which the prover can demonstrate to the verifier that a 
mathematical statement is true, without revealing any-
thing other than the truth of the statement. It was first 
introduced in 1985 [27]. Zero knowledge interactive proofs 
like ZK-STARKs (Zero-Knowledge Scalable Transparent 
ARguments of Knowledge) are post-quantum secure, 
which have application in voting systems, blockchain’s 
transactions and proving identity information [28].

1.2.6  Multivariate cryptography

Solving systems of multivariate polynomial equations is 
proven to be NP-complete. That is why multivariate cryp-
tography is often considered to be post-quantum secure. 
The basic objects of multivariate cryptography are systems 
of nonlinear (usually quadratic) polynomial equations in 
several variables over a finite field. The problem is proven 
to be NP hard.

When performing the digital signature, the set of 
equations is the public key. A signature will be valid if at 
least a number of equations are satisfied so that a valid 

authentication value or a valid signature. The verifier can 
apply to verify that the output of the equations corre-
sponds to the hash of the message that is signed.

2  Related protocols

Some criptographic protocols have significant mathemati-
cal properties closely related to our interests, specifically: 
modular invertible multiplication and modular exponen-
tiation as well as Euler’s theorem in number theory. Let us 
explain succinctly such protocols.

2.1  Linear ciphers

Some ciphers have been conceived to exploit the 
invertible numbers in ℤn . For example, a linear cipher 
encrypts a message M according to the operation 
E(M) = k ⋅M (mod 26) , where k is relatively prime to 26. 
In a linear cipher, as the affine cipher, the encryption algo-
rithm specifies multiplication of the plaintext by the key. 
Decryption involves multiplication by the multiplicative 
inverse of the key [29]. However, an opponent can derive 
the plaintext of two enciphered characters applying fre-
quency analysis or a brute force attack.

2.2  Exponential ciphers

In an exponential cipher, a message is encrypted with an 
exponent k, so that C = Mk (mod n) . The decryption pro-
cess is M = Ck−1 (mod n) because k and k−1 are multiplica-
tive inverses in �(n) , that is k ⋅ k−1 ≡ 1 mod �(n) . The most 
remarkably exponential cipher is the Rivest–Shamir–Adle-
man (RSA) cryptosystem.

2.3  RSA cryptosystem

A ring ℤn is defined with n = p ⋅ q where p and q are kept 
as secret prime numbers [10]. A second ring is prepared 
taking �(n) as the module. Inside this ring, two invertible 
numbers e and d are chosen, so that e ⋅ d ≡ 1 mod �(n) . 
To encrypt a message, the following operation is exe-
cuted C = Memod n . To recover the message is computed 
M = Cdmod n . The correctness of the algorithm relays in 
Euler’s theorem since (Memod n)dmod n = Medmod n but 
e ⋅ d = k�(n) + 1 ,  so Mk�(n)+1mod n = Mk�(n)

⋅M1mod n 
which reduces to M when M < n . The security of the pro-
tocol relays as mentioned at the beginning, in the difficulty 
of the integer factorization problem. RSA is an asymmetric 
system, thus allowing remote user authentication.
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2.4  Diffie–Hellman key exchange

Another public algorithm broadly used today that 
uses exponential computation is Diffie–Hellman (DH) 
cipher [8]. In this case, a ring ℤp is used and two inte-
gers are publicly shared: the module p and the gen-
erator g which is primitive root in ℤp . Alice chooses ran-
domly an exponent xa sending ka = gxa mod p to Bob. 
Similarly, Bob computes and responds to Alice with 
kb = gxb mod p . Each one performs the exponentiation 
again using the received number, such that at Alice’s 
side (gxb mod p)xa mod p = gxbxa mod p . And at Bob’s side 
(gxa mod p)xb mod p = gxaxb mod p . Both results are equal 
since modular exponentiation obeys all of the normal rules 
of ordinary exponentiation. Unlike RSA, in the Diffie–Hell-
man algorithm there is no need to kept secret the prime 
number p. The security of the shared key depends on the 
difficulty that given g, ka and kb it is computationally intrac-
table to compute the value of gxaxb mod p.

2.5  ElGamal cipher

ElGamal cipher is based in the Diffie–Hellman key 
exchange algorithm. Suppose ka and kb are shared pub-
licly, to send an encrypted message to Bob, Alice obtains 
k = gxb mod p . Now, she chooses a random xa to get a one-
time key ks = gxaxb mod p . Alice computes C1 = gxa mod p 
and encrypts the message as C2 = M ⋅ ksmod p . Then 
she sends (C1,C2) to Bob who uses C1 to compute 
ks = gxaxb mod p . Finally, Bob obtains the multiplica-
tive inverse of ks to retrieve the original message, so 
M = M ⋅ ks ⋅ ks

−1mod p.

2.5.1  Discussion

Several key exchange methods have been proposed to 
establish a secret integer between two remote parties 
[30–32]. Unfortunately, such protocols are supported on 
factorization problem and DH problem, which are known 
to be vulnerable to quantum computers [24].

Previously, we described RSA, DH and ElGamal because 
as we will discuss next, KEP is closely related to them. 

Non-invertible KEP is supported by Euler’s theorem as RSA, 
it uses exponentiation to exchange a secret key as DH, and 
it encrypts/decrypts through invertible multiplication as 
ElGamal. However, we have taken advantage of the main 
properties of each of them to achieve a post-quantum 
cryptosystem whose security does not rely on the integer 
factorization or the discrete logarithm problem.

3  Multiplication‑based protocol

As stated in the previous section, in a ring with unity 
over ℤn , an integer may or may not have a multiplica-
tive inverse. The great majority of cryptographic systems 
based in number theory have not been interested in non-
invertible integers. In contrast, we are not just interested 
in invertible but also in non-invertible (multiplicative) 
integers.

The multiplication-based protocol, is supported by the 
basic properties of modular multiplication. To simplify the 
explanation of this and subsequent protocols, we have 
omitted the operation symbol mod n in text and figures 
(see Table 1). 

1. The multiplication of an invertible integer denoted 
as k (the multiplicative inverse is written as k−1 ) and 
a non-invertible number called v (which means that 
v−1 does not exist in ℤn ) gives a non-invertible integer, 
say w (therefore w−1 would not exist in ℤn ). To see that 
consider the multiplication v ⋅ k = w , if w were invert-
ible then w ⋅ w−1 = 1 . It implies that v ⋅ k w−1 = 1 ; how-
ever, we have chosen v as a non-invertible number, 
so v does not meet a multiplicative integer that yields 
unity. Thus, we arrived to a contradiction that suggests 
w is a non-invertible integer in ℤn . Following the same 
argumentation, we arrive to the next statements:

2. The multiplication of an invertible integer ki and 
another invertible one kj gives an invertible integer.

3. The multiplication of a non-invertible integer v and 
another non-invertible integer w gives a non-invertible 
integer.

Table 1  Multiplication-based protocol

Purpose: Transmit a secret number from Alice to Bob

Description Operations Math properties

A secret number can be transmitted from Alice to Bob 
when it is multiplied by a non-invertible integer 
because the product cannot be factored by Eve

A → B ∶ vaka The product of an invertible by a non-invertible integer 
gives a non-invertible integerB → A ∶ vakakb

A → B ∶ vakakbka
−1 = vakb The product of an invertible integer by its inverse 

produces unity
B ∶ vakbkb

−1 = va
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From the previous statements, we can explain the multipli-
cation-based protocol. The protocol is aimed to transfer a 
secret value generated by Alice, say va , to the remote side 
called Bob through a public channel in the presence of an 
eavesdropper named Eve. To initialize the protocol, Alice 
and Bob must generate the integer values listed in Table 2.

The general idea of the protocol can be described in the 
following words: Alice multiplies va with a integer key ka 
to hide it; then, she sends the result to Bob who “encrypts” 
the input with his integer key kb returning the resulting 
number to Alice. Now, she removes her key ka using k−1

a
 

and sending the result to Bob. Finally, Bob removes his 
integer key from the input applying k−1

b
 . At this point, Bob 

has obtained va . The protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 
described in Table 1 where Alice transmits va to Bob. We 
remark that va ⋅ ka does not have a corresponding inverse, 

that is (va ⋅ ka)−1 does not exist, otherwise the attacker 
could factorize the second message va ⋅ ka ⋅ kb , that is 
(va ⋅ ka ⋅ kb) ⋅ (va ⋅ ka)

−1 = kb . Similarly, the attacker could 
not factorize it using the third message va ⋅ kb.

3.1  Security analysis

Eve could capture the message across the public channel 
vaka , vakakb , vakb , then she proceeds as described by the 
following strategy: 

1. Eve multiplies vakakb by each invertible integer in ℤn 
until she gets vaka or vakb.

2. If she obtains vaka is because she has found kb
−1 . Then 

she computes vakb ⋅ kb
−1 to get va.

3. If she obtains vakb implies she has found ka
−1 . Then she 

computes vaka ⋅ ka
−1 to get va.

In this strategy, Eve must find a matching integer in a 
search space whose size is proportional to the length of 
�(n) . However, Eve would decide to apply a better strategy 
than exhaustive search, but before we examine it let us 
recall some important points: 

(i)  We chose n = p ⋅ q where p and q are prime numbers 
defined in ℤn.

(ii)  Non-invertible numbers are multiples of prime p and 
q, thus vi = {p, 2p,… , q, 2q,…} . More conveniently, 
we can write vi as p ⋅ xi where xi represents a multiple 
number of prime p inside ℤn.

(iii)  Invertible numbers include all the remaining num-
bers in ℤn . They are non-multiples of prime p or q, in 
other words they are co-primes of p ⋅ q.

From modular arithmetic, it must be considered, that 
in a field, denoted as ℤp , where p is a prime number, all 
integers are invertibles. Also, the division property in ℤn 
is written in Eq. (1).

The relation can be applied inversely; thus after mul-
tiplying the right hand of the equation by p, we recover 
p ⋅ xi mod pq . Using those properties, Eve can attack the 

(1)
p xi

p
mod pq = xi mod q

Table 2  The integers used in 
the protocol

Alice transmits va to Bob

User Non-inverti-
ble integer

Invert-
ible 
integer

Alice va ka

Bob – kb

Fig. 1  Multiplication-based protocol. All computations in the 
protocol are performed mod pq . The prime numbers p and q are 
known publicly

Table 3  The attacker applies 
p division to compute the 
multiplicative inverses of the 
public numbers to derive the 
secret value pxa mod pq

Message p division First factorization Second factorization p multiplication

pxaka mod pq xaka mod q

pxakakb mod pq (xaka)kb mod q kb mod q

pxakb mod pq xakb mod q xa mod q pxa mod pq
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multiplication-based protocol as indicated in Table 3 to 
derive the secret value p ⋅ xa mod pq.

4  Exponent‑based protocol

We have indicated in Sect. 3 that after multiplying an inte-
ger number (invertible or not) by another non-invertible 
integer in ℤn always results a non-invertible number. Simi-
larly, the multiplication of an invertible integer by another 
invertible integer always yields an invertible number. As a 

consequence, the integer number that results after expo-
nentiation say pxa gives always a non-invertible integer. 
The exponent-based protocol is presented in Table 4 and 
Fig. 2.

The exponent-based protocol is intended to pass 
securely pxa from Alice to Bob. Unfortunately for this ver-
sion of the protocol, as it occurred in the multiplication-
based, Eve can use the division property to find the secret 
number pxa mod pq . The steps are indicated in Table 5.

5  Non‑invertible KEP

We must emphasize that the protocols discussed so far 
(multiplication and exponent-based) fail when trying to 
pass secretly an integer number from Alice to Bob over 
a public channel. To overcome the limitations described 
before we will introduce the Euler’s theorem to the 
exponent-based protocol, what we call non-invertible 
KEP. By contrast to secret transfer, this protocol is a key 
exchange protocol (KEP). The non-invertible KEP is 
described in Table 6 and Fig. 3. As used before, the num-
bers {pxaka, qyaka, n} and {pxbkb, qybkb, n} along with the 
prime numbers p, q and r are publicly known by Alice and 
Bob. On the other hand, {xi , ki} constitutes the private key 
of Alice (or Bob, respectively). Now, let us detail the steps 
of the protocol.

1. Alice and Bob agree to use a module n, so they com-
pute the integers represented in Table 7. Now, they 
exchange them through a public channel.

Table 4  Exponent-based protocol

Purpose: Transmit a secret number from Alice to Bob

Description Operations Math properties

A secret number can be transmitted from Alice to Bob 
when it is the exponent of a non-invertible integer 
because the power cannot be factored by Eve

A → B ∶ pxa ka The power of a non-invertible integer is a non-
invertible integer

B → A ∶ pxa kakb The product of an invertible by a non-invertible 
integer gives a non-invertible integer

A → B ∶ pxa kakbka
−1 = pxakb The product of an invertible integer by its inverse 

produces unity
B ∶ pxa kbkb

−1 = pxa

Fig. 2  The exponent-based protocol. All computations in the pro-
tocol are performed mod pq . The non-invertible number pxa is mul-
tiplied by the invertible ka before it is sent to Bob

Table 5  The division attack 
over the exponent-based 
protocol

The attacker computes the multiplicative inverse of every public integer to get pxa mod pq

Message p division First factorization Second factorization p multiplication

pxa ka mod pq pxa−1ka mod q

pxa kakb mod pq (pxa−1ka)kb mod q kb mod q

pxa kb mod pq (pxa−1)kb mod q pxa−1 mod q pxa mod pq
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2. Alice and Bob perform two operations over the num-
bers received: exponentiation and multiplication as 
indicated in Table 8.

3. The results listed in Table 8 require us to apply the 
Euler’s theorem defined in ℤn , which is written in 

Table 6  Non-invertible KEP

Purpose: Establish a secret shared key between Alice and Bob

Description Operations Math properties

A secret number is established between Alice and Bob using non-inverti-
ble power and Euler’s identity

A → B ∶ pxa ka , qyaka xa + ya = �(n) + 1,
B → A ∶ pxbkb , qybkb xb + yb = �(n) + 1

A → B ∶ pxaxbpyayb kb (pxbkb)
xa (qybkb)

ya = pxaxbpyayb kb

B → A ∶ pxaxbpyayb ka (pxa ka)
xb (qya ka)

yb = pxaxbpyayb ka

A ∶ pxaxbpyayb kaka
−1 = pxaxbpyayb The product of an invertible 

integer by its inverse pro-
duces unityB ∶ pxaxbpyayb kbkb

−1 = pxaxbpyayb

Fig. 3  Non-invertible KEP. All 
computations in the protocol 
are performed mod pqr . Here, 
ks represents the shared secret 
key. The sum xi + yi is equiva-
lent to �(n) + 1

Table 7  The modulo n is 
computed as pqr, n and the 
prime numbers p, q and r are 
publicly known. The private 
key is ( x, ki ) where i = a, b

User Public Key

Alice {Pap = pxa ⋅ ka mod n , 
Paq = qya ⋅ ka mod n}

Bob {Pbp = pxb ⋅ kb mod n , 
Pbq = qyb ⋅ kb mod n}
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Eq. (2). Here, k and n are relative prime each other. 
Then, for correctness of the algorithm, xi and yi must 
sum up �(n) + 1 . Thus, according to Eq.(2), we have 
k�(n)+1 = k�(n) ⋅ k1 = k because k is an invertible inte-
ger in ℤn . 

4. Al ice  sends  to  B ob the result ing value 
pxbxaqybya ⋅ kb mod n who applies kb

−1 to derive 
the number pxbxaqybya mod n . Similarly, Bob sends 
pxaxbqyayb ⋅ ka mod n to Alice who uses ka

−1 to get the 
shared secret ks = pxaxbqyayb mod n.

5.1  Cipher system

In Fig. 3, the number ks is a non-invertible integer in ℤn ; 
thus, a convenient method to achieve a cipher system 
and secret communication is to divide the shared number 
ks = pxaxbqyayb mod pqr by pq, so kr = pxaxb−1qyayb−1 mod r . 
Now, it can be computed its multiplicative inverse kr

−1 . 
The enciphered message is obtained as c = m ⋅ kr mod r 
and the original plaintext is recovered through the rela-
tion m = c ⋅ kr

−1 mod r because m = m ⋅ krkr
−1 mod r . To 

send a message number, the integer m must be less than r.

6  Security analysis

6.1  Indistinguishability of the public key

To achieve indistinguishability of the public key (so it can 
be derived from every message in the ring, for details 
about indistinguishability see [33]), we need that p and q 
be primitive roots of r. Since the prime integers with primi-
tive roots take the form as 2, 4, pt , and 2pt , where p is any 
prime and t is a positive integer [34]. We must redefine our 
prime numbers as it follows:

n = p ⋅ q ⋅ r , but making p = q = 2

n = 4 ⋅ r where r is a large prime number such that 2 
is a primitive root of r and it can be chosen as a usual 

(2)k�(n) ≡ 1 mod n

safe prime. Therefore, the components of the public key 
(Alice or Bob) are:
Pp = 2xk mod 4r,
Pq = 2yk mod 4r

6.1.1  Multiplication‑based attack

The selection for the prime integers as explained previ-
ously makes the protocol vulnerable to a multiplication 
attack. This attack occurs when p = q , thus n = p2r but 
�(pkr) = pk−1(r − 1) , now the eavesdropper performs the 
product of the components Pp and Pq of the public key. If 
p = q = 2 , then �(4r) = 2r − 2 , so:

Pp = 2xk mod 4r,
Pq = 22r−1−xk mod 4r because y = 2r − 2 − x + 1

Pp ⋅ Pq = 22r−1k2 mod 4r

Pp ⋅ Pq ⋅ 2
−2 = 22r−3k2 mod r

k2 ≡ Pp ⋅ Pq ⋅ 2
−2

⋅ (22r−3)−1 mod r

From here, Eve can derive the private key k. To avoid such 
attack, we must introduce the following change to the first 
component of the public key Pp:

Pp = 22xk mod 4r,
Pq = 22r−1−xk mod 4r where x < 2r − 1

Pp ⋅ Pq = 2x+2r−1k2 ≡ 22r−12xk2 mod 4r

Now, Eve cannot compute the multiplicative inverse of 2x 
because she does not know x. Thus, she cannot obtain k. 
The relation between the secret key and the private com-
ponents xi ( i = a, b ) can be written as:

ks = 22xaxb2yayb mod 4r

ks = 22xaxb2((2r−1)−xa)(2r−1)−xb) mod 4r

ks = 23xaxb−(2r−1)(xa+xb)+(2r−1)
2

mod 4r

To prove that indistinguishability is present in the first 
component of a user’s public key Pp = 22xk mod 4r , we 
suggest the following procedure: 

1. Derive the set of valid messages for Pp , say Mp . Consider 
m ⋅ k mod 4r where m is computed as m = 22x mod 4r 
and x is an integer taken from Xp = {0, 1, 2,… , r − 1} . 
Multiplying m by 2−1 we get m� = 22x−2 mod r  . 
Now, since 2 is a primitive root of r, the number of 
valid messages is |Mp| = (r − 1)∕2 because the 
exponent 2x − 2 yields just even numbers. That is, 
Mp = {22 mod 4r, 24 mod 4r, 26 mod 4r,… 2r−1 mod 4r} s o 
|Mp| = (r − 1)∕2.

2. Pick up a message ma from Mp . Then compute ca from 
the relation ma ⋅ ka mod 4r = ca where ka is an invert-
ible integer in ℤ4r.

Table 8  The operations performed at each side after the public 
keys are exchanged

User Operation Result

Alice (pxb ⋅ kb mod n)xa ⋅ (qyb ⋅ kb mod n)ya = pxbxaqybya ⋅ kb mod n

Bob (pxa ⋅ ka mod n)xb ⋅ (qya ⋅ ka mod n)yb = pxaxbqyayb ⋅ ka mod n
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3. To determine whether ca can be derived from 
every message in the set M ,  consider the 
r e l a t i o n  mi ⋅ ki mod 4r = ca  w h e r e  mi ∈ M 
and ki  is an invertible integer in ℤ4r  .  Since 
mi = 22xi mod 4r  ,  t h e n  22xi ⋅ ki mod 4r = ca  . 
T h e r e f o r e  22xi−2 ⋅ k�

i
mod r = ca ⋅ 2

−2  ,  t h e n 
k�
i
= ca ⋅ 2

−2
⋅ (22xi−2)−1 mod r and ki = 4k�

i
mod 4r . The 

multiplicative inverse of 22xi−2 always exists because in 
ℤr all the integers are invertibles.

From the last discussion, we realize that given a cipher-
text it can be derived from every valid message in Mp . 
In addition, we have |Mp| = |Cp| = (r − 1)∕2 . From here 
Pr[M = m] = Pr[C = c] = 2(r − 1)−1 . As stated before, a 
ciphertext c can be derived from every message m in Pp , 
thus we have Pr[M = m | C = c] = Pr[M = m].

An equivalent formulation of indistinguishability is 
demonstrated that given two or more messages from M 
the distribution over the ciphertext they produce is the 
same [33]. In other words, for every message in Mp it can 
be derived the set of integers in Cp . Symbolically, we must 
prove that given ma ∈ Mp it holds that ma ⋅ ki mod 4r = ci 
for every ci ∈ Cp . Since ki is an invertible integer in ℤ4r thus 
we have ma = ci ⋅ ki

−1 mod 4r.
As an example, consider p = q = 2 , r = 13 (2 is a primi-

tive root of 13), thus n = 4r = 52 , |ki| = �(4r) = 24 , so 
there are 24 invertible integers and 52 − 24 = 28 non-
invertible integers in ℤ52 . From a given ciphertext ca , it can 
be obtained every message mi in ℤ52 . Conversely, given a 
message ma it can be obtained every ciphertext ci in ℤ52 . 
Now, let us apply the same procedure to the second com-
ponent of the public key Pq = 22r−1−xk mod 4r : 

1. Let Mq be the set of valid messages for Pq . If 
we take m ⋅ k mod 4r  ,  m = 22r−1−x mod 4r  such 
that x < 2r − 1 .  From here m� = 22r−3−x mod r  . 
Once again, since 2 is a primitive root of r and 
taking x from {2r − 1, 2r − 2,… , r} we get that 
the set of valid messages is Mq = {22r−1 mod

4r, 22r−2 mod 4r, 22r−3 mod 4r,… 2r mod 4r}  s o 
|Mq| = r − 1.

2. Take a message ma from Mq , compute ca from 
ma ⋅ ka mod 4r = ca where ka is an invertible integer 
in ℤ4r.

3. To verify that ca can be derived from every mes-
sage in the set Mq use mi ⋅ ki mod 4r = ca where 
mi ∈ Mq and ki is an invertible integer in ℤ4r . Since 
mi = 22r−1−xi mod 4r  we can write the relation as 
22r−1−xi ⋅ ki mod 4r = ca .  Multiplying both sides 
by 2−1 we have 22r−3−xi ⋅ k�

i
mod r = ca ⋅ 2

−2 , then 
k�
i
= ca ⋅ 2

−2
⋅ (22r−3−xi )−1 mod r and ki = 4k�

i
mod 4r . 

The inverse of 22r−3−xi is guaranteed to exist because 
in ℤr all the integers are invertibles.

As it happened before, Pr[M = m] = Pr[C = c] = (r − 1)−1 . 
Similarly, it can be derived every message m 
in Pq from a given a ciphertext c, thus we have 
Pr[M = m | C = c] = Pr[M = m] . We conclude that both 
components of the public key achieve indistinguishability.

6.2  Indistinguishability of the ciphertext

As stated before, the ciphersystem works under the fol-
lowing relations:

c = m ⋅ kr mod r

m = c ⋅ kr
−1 mod r

where m and kr are integers in ℤr . It can be written 
m ∈ ℤr where ℤr = {0, 1,… , r − 1} . However, the mul-
tiplication c = m ⋅ kr mod r  produces a permutation 
of the integers in ℤr because r is an integer prime, 
and hence, we have c ∈ ℤr . As a result, we get that 
Pr[M = m] = Pr[C = c] = (r − 1)−1 . In addition, from a 
ciphertext c it can be derived every message m in ℤr , 
thus we have Pr[M = m | C = c] = Pr[M = m] that accom-
plishes perfect secrecy.

6.3  Non‑invertibility

We discuss if a message could be factored from any other 
message revealed by the protocol. After the public keys 
have been published, the key exchange protocol (KEP) 
requires the exchange of just two messages (in contrast 
to previous protocols discussed in Sects. 2 and 3 which 
require three messages Figs. 1 and 2). As a consequence, 
the protocol makes infeasible to perform factorization, 
because no message is a prefix of the other. It implies, 
symbolically, that pxaxbqyaybka is not a prefix of pxaxbqyaybkb 
or vice versa. The integers exchanged across the public 
channel are:

Tab = pxaxbqyaybkb mod pqr

Tba = pxaxbqyaybka mod pqr

I f  Tab  were an inver tible integer Al ice could 
o b t a i n  Tab

−1 t h a t  i s  {pxaxbqyayb}−1kb
−1 mod pqr  , 

from here she could multiply Tab
−1 with Tba that is 

{pxaxbqyayb}−1kb
−1

⋅ pxaxbqyaybka ≡ kb
−1

⋅ ka mod pqr . Finally, 
Alice could perform kb

−1
⋅ ka ⋅ ka

−1
≡ kb

−1 mod pqr then 
she would obtain Bob’s private key kb . However, the last 
procedure cannot be executed since Tab is a non-invert-
ible integer in ℤn . Moreover Tba and the public keys are 
all of them non-invertible integers.
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7  Performance

In the non-invertible KEP, we define p = q = 2 to guarantee 
indistinguishability of the ciphertext and public key. This 
is so because the prime integer r is chosen such that 2 is 
a primitive root of r. Fortunately, the condition p = q = 2 
produces acceptable lengths of the public and private 
keys. Since the number of invertible integers in ℤ4r is 2r − 2 
because p = q = 2 while the number of non-invertible 
integers is 4r − (2r − 2) = 2r + 2 . So, the quantity of invert-
ible and non-invertible integers inside ℤ4r is of the same 
size order around 2r.

Let 22x ⋅ k mod 4r be Alice’s public key. The length of x 
can be computed using the relation 22x mod 4r . Therefore, 
the length of x is around a half of the prime size, that is 
|x| ∼

|r|

2
 , where the symbol | | denotes the length of the 

integer in bits. Similarly, using k mod 4r we get that |k| is 
around |r|.

If we choose a prime integer such that |r| = 1024 , we 
can use |x| = 512 and |k| = 1024 . Thus, the size of the pri-
vate key P_r = {x, k} achieves 1536 bits 2, while the public 
key P_u = {22x ⋅ k mod 4r, 2y ⋅ k mod 4r} contains 2056 
bits.

To achieve secrecy in the quantum era, we would con-
sider |x| ≥ 256 and |k| ≥ 256 to resist an attack by exhaus-
tive search by means of the quantum Grover algorithm 
[35]. A more realistic example using a safe big prime [36] 
is shown in “Appendix 2.” Time to generate keys is around 
a millisecond.

8  Comparison

Results using Sagemath [37] demonstrate that encryption 
and decryption of the non-invertible KEP are faster com-
pared to RSA and ElGamal. Here, the prime number gener-
ation process is avoided using a fixed safe prime integer. In 
addition, Table 9 shows a comparison of Lizama’s protocol 

and main cryptosystems used today. To compare them, we 
used the following criteria: The prime integers are pub-
licly known, the system is allowed to perform encryption/
decryption, and the computational problem is supported 
on prime factorization or discrete logarithm. Then due to 
Shor’s quantum algorithm, we have that DH-ElGamal and 
RSA are not suitable for the quantum era.

We argue that the KEP protocol achieves perfect secrecy 
because public keys can be derived from any valid mes-
sage in ℤn . Thus, the non-invertible KEP seems to be resist-
ant to quantum computing.

9  Conclusions

We introduced the non-invertible key exchange protocol 
(KEP). This protocol shows some important properties: is 
public key, allows secret key establishment and performs 
secret communication between two remote parties. Most 
remarkably, since it does not rely on computational prob-
lems as integer factorization or discrete logarithm, non-
invertible KEP becomes a promising candidate for the 
quantum era.

Lizama’s protocol shows indistinguishability of the pub-
lic keys and encrypted texts. It requires minimum time for 
encryption/decryption when is compared with the main 
public key algorithms as DH-ElGamal or RSA. Another 
advantage of this system is the well understood theoreti-
cal basis when it is compared with other algorithms for 
the quantum era.
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Table 9  Comparison between public cryptosystems

Method Primes 
are 
public

Encryp-
tion 
system

Based in mathemati-
cal conjecture

Quantum Era

RSA No Yes Yes �→ p ⋅ q No
DH Yes No Yes �→ gx mod p No
ElGamal Yes Yes
Lizama Yes Yes No �→ gx ⋅ k mod pqr Yes

2 y cannot be considered as part of the private key because it is 
derived from x and �(n) , that is y = �(n) − x + 1

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Appendix 1

In this appendix, we include some useful definitions we 
have used to design the non-invertible key exchange 
protocol.

Rings in number theory

In number theory, a ring � is an algebraic structure where 
it is possible to perform addition and multiplication. � 
with addition alone is an abelian group. In the set � , there 
exists the zero element which is a neutral element for 
addition. However, every element has an additive inverse 
called its negative.

An illustrative example of ring is the set of integers 
ℤ where the operations addition and multiplication are 
allowed. ℤ is an example of an infinite ring. There are also 
finite rings ℤn , for example in ℤ10 we have that 8 ⋅ 4 = 2 
because 32 mod 10 = 2 . This operation is called multiplica-
tion modulo n. It can be stated that ℤn with addition and 
multiplication modulo n is a ring.

Multiplicative inverse

If � is a ring, there may be elements in � which have a multi-
plicative inverse. Such elements are said to be invertible [38]. 
In the set ℝ of the real numbers, every nonzero element is 
invertible. However, in ℤ only 1 and −1 are invertibles. Zero 
is never and invertible number.

The integer ka in ℤn has a multiplicative inverse if and only 
if gcd(ka, n) ≡ 1 mod n . The extended Euclidean algorithm 
is often used to compute the multiplicative inverse of e in ℤn 
provided the inverse exists. We can write the multiplicative 
inverse of ka as k−1

a
 so that ka k−1a

= 1 in the modulo n. For 
example, 7 is the inverse of 3 because 3 ⋅ 7 = 1 in the modulo 
10. We must remark that provided the inverse of an integer 
exists in ℤn then such inverse is unique.

Euler’s totient function

In number theory, Euler’s totient function �(n) gives the 
number of invertible integers in ℤn , that is, the integers in ℤn 
which are relatively prime to n. We would like to emphasize 
here is that if n is a not prime number some integers in ℤn are 
invertibles and others are not. As an example take n = 10 , in 
ℤ10 we have the invertible integers {1, 3, 7, 9} and the non-
invertibles numbers {0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8} , so in this case �(10) = 4.

The Euler’s function counts the number of integers with 
multiplicative inverses. It is known by Euler’s theorem that if 
a is a unit in ℤn , then a�(n) ≡ 1 (mod n) and a�(n)-1 (mod n) 
returns the multiplicative inverse of a in ℤn [39].

Perfect security

According to [33], an encryption scheme (Gen, Enc, Dec) 
over a message space M is perfectly secret if for every prob-
ability distribution over M , every message m ∈ M , and 
every ciphertext c ∈ C for which Pr[C = c] > 0 it is true that 
Pr[M = m | C = c] = Pr[M = m].

Perfect indistinguishability

Another equivalent formulation of perfect secrecy [33] for-
malizes that the ciphertext contains no information about 
the plaintext, that is, the probability distribution over C 
is independent of the plaintext. Symbolically, for every 
m0,m1 ∈ M , the distributions C(m0) and C(m1) are identical.

Appendix 2

Sagemath

Here is an example of the non-invertible KEP using Sage-
math and applying a safe integer prime [36]:

import random
p=2
q=2
r=1686222770908721769746635450659841
680126920916639476373065622045210360
940178205881775365048552021766854406
549679363964455739790810585384768223
6925923395276526580734744951055642828
4856474735842563033798802739331551656
2805762132773704496780030485850709496
4895378080167642953566070121184958643
4652343660783933231
n=4*r
f=euler_phi(n)
xa=random.getrandbits(300)
xb=random.getrandbits(300)
ya=f-xa+1
yb=f-xb+1
ts=cputime()
ka=ZZ.random_element(n)
while gcd(ka,n) != 1:
ka=ZZ.random_element(n)
cputime(ts)
kb=ZZ.random_element(n)
while gcd(kb, n) != 1:
kb=ZZ.random_element(n)
Papre=power_mod(p,2*xa,n)
Pap=mod(Papre*ka,n)
Paqre=power_mod(p,ya,n)
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Paq=mod(Paqre*ka,n)
Pbpre=power_mod(p,2*xb,n)
Pbp=mod(Pbpre*kb,n)
Pbqre=power_mod(p,yb,n)
Pbq=mod(Pbqre*kb,n)
kub=power_mod(Pap,xb,n)*power_
mod(Paq,yb,n)
kua=power_mod(Pbp,xa,n)*power_
mod(Pbq,ya,n)
ksa=Integer(kub*inverse_mod(ka,n))
ksb=Integer(kua*inverse_mod(kb,n))
kr=ksa/4
Ma=ZZ.random_element(r)
C=mod(Ma*kr,r)
Mb=C*inverse_mod(Integer(kr),r)
Time to generate ka 0.000557000000015
Time to generate Pua 0.001949
Time to encrypt 0.000260000000026

ka=479351571554246382607035953516495276
256284692806766779542594493710796144484
836267534122175838993984551889869643385
687952825184675359826672066813985539069
333222704138576507904087177573398726571
887612804318005740873810954065809532546
766331568129430875015963415078707122213
254541779711399007111477127220974898475
kb=39880841418626545649895503195996734

725939836802083040334083431504459330799
235471882446249744097329166050067262726
825863437815738284832874522027696038033
029151370669318137960844116931201202959
088514932504797237842821543310830669719
797377443090542649815256563914025099829
2389020765225220483084104253887118354311

ksa=1586973641296677855761844562081647163898
4742208777647694589481552447542573782823364486
4915706909540739655079287908008955858680021751
9522510535317995934014864949489787166868225111
5165009996279538826716713595704015975145714674
7319821251516367069899129468016244700471346457
923154622726710623244830242896538535052
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